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IULTIPLE-SHOT LASER DAMAOE THRESHOLDS
OF ULTRAVIOLET REFLECTORS AT 248 AND 308 NANOMETERS

Stephen R. Foltyn and Brian E. N-nam
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Naxico 87545

MultiCle-shot damage thresholds of dielectric reflectors have been measured at 248 and
308 nm. Standard irradiation conditions were a 10-ns pulsewidth, 0.6-Imn spot diameter and
35-Hz pulse repetition frequency. The reflectors, frctm various sources, were composed of
oxide and fluoride films,

Although damage was generally initiated at visible film defects, there was no cor-
relation between damage susceptibility and the appearance of these defects. At levels near
threshold, damage was most often observed as an increase in white-light scatt?r of a site
with no growth upon continued irradiation; at higher levels, the damage site grew with
successive shots.

Tast sites were subjected to at least 103 shots and some sites received asmany as 2.5
x 104 shots; however, with only one exception damage was found to occur within the first
few shots or not at all.

Reflectors at 248 nm typically had damage thresholds in the 1.0-l,8J/cmz range with
two samples exhibiting unexpectedly high thresholds of 2.8 and 3.0 J/CIS2. In some cases, a
subthreshold pre-irradiation treatment. resulted in a 2D-25% enhancement in dm~ge resis-
tance,

words: Excimer lasers; fluoride coatings; laser damage; multiple-shot dcmage; oxide coetings;
pre-irradiation; thin films; ultraviolet reflectors

1. Introduction

An area of interest to Inertial Confinement Fusion and Molecular Laser Isotope Separation
programs is the development of damage-resistant optical coatings, In order to address the problem
of improving reflectors for wavelengths applicable to these programs, we have recently concluded
a series of multiple-shot damage threshold measurements on multi layer coatings designed for
248 and 308 nm, The purpose of this initial effort was to evaluate some candidate materials and
tocollect useful information for optimizing coatings made from these materials,

2, Experimental details

i?.1. Test specimens

As presented in table 1, the coatings - all quarter-wave dielectric 6tacks - were provided by
both commercial vundors and research organizations, Various oxide and fluoride materials were
employed, To preclude any possible variations in the coating damage thresholds due to substrate
material and roughness, all buL a few coatings were deposited on 38 m x 5 nwn Suprasil 2 substrates
which had been batch polished by Laser Optics, Inc. to a roughness of % 12 A RMS,

Table 1. Description of test specimens,

Coatina suppliers

Design Optics
Lambda/Alrtron
National Research Council, Canada
Northrop
Optical Coating Laboratories, Inc.

Coating materials

PbFz/Na AIFe
HfO /Si~
All&/Na~
SC Oa/MgF
Th~4/NalAIF@



2.2. Test facility

Our experiment, shown schematically in figure 1, utilized a pinhole/detector combination to
directly measure the peak fluence (J/cm*) in the incident beam. In order to account for changes in
pulse energy or focusability during a test, a ratio technique was used whereby part of the input beam
was focused through a pinhole to continuously monitor peak fluence A. During calibration before
testing the samples, a similar arrangement at B measured the test fluence. Thlls, the ratio B/A was
determined. For the threshold tests, pinhole/detector B was replaced by the test sample and the test
fluence was computed, while running, by using fluence A, the calibration ratio B/A and the filter
transmission. The laser-induced damage to the coatings was observed visually with the aid of a 25 to
100X microscope and bright white-light illumination,

It was fortunate that a commercial laser proved useful for these tests in that the device has
provided, thus far, turnkey operation for tens of millions of shots. Table 2 lists details of the
laser as weli as applicable test conditions. It should be noted that, while the laser is capable of
operating at up to 150 Hz, detector limitations dictated an upper limit of 35 Hz. Tests were con-
ducted at this limit in order to accumulate many shots on a test site in a short time.

Table 2. Test conditions

Laser

Single-pulse ener~

PU!je repetition fre~uency

Pulse length—

Mearlspot diameter—

Lumonics 861 Multigas Excimer System operating
on KrF (248 nm) or XeCl (308 nm) at pressure,
voltage, and mixture specified by manufacturer

250mJ (248 rim); 130mJ (308 nm)

35 Hz all tests

10-12 ns

9.62mm (248 rim); 0.66 m (308 nm)

2.3. Beam characterization

In reporting any damage ‘,lresholdmen!~roments, proper characterization of the beam at the
sample location is a necess{ty. Figures 2 ~nd 3 are spatial profiles of the focused beam obtained by
pinhole scans in the plane normally occupied by the coating under test. The mean value of the spot
diam!ter (1 /e? level) determined from these profiles has 0.62 mm, We also monitored the temporal
pulse, as st?ownin figure 4, which b~d a nomir~alwidth of 12 ns FWHM.

2.4. Characterization of damage and damage thresholds

At each test fluence lG sites dere irradiated. These sites w@re distributed over the entire
!urface of the r~flector. At 10VC1S near threshold, damage was most often obstrvod as the enlarge-
ment of an already present defect, Some sites grew w!th continutd irradiation. At levels appre-
ciably over threshold, # “burn pattern” of the beam profile occurred accompanied by rapid growth and
flaking on successive shots. The damage threshold {n these tests was defined as the hi~hest fluence
at which 10 of 10 sites survived 1000 shots without damage, In addition, we defined an upper limit”
which is tho highest flu?nce at which at least 1 of 10 sites surviv~d 1000 shots without damage. Of
special note Is that in all cases but one, damage occurred within the first five shots or It did not
occur at all, Dlscusslon of this one exc~ptionwfll follow later In this report.

?.. RQsults

Typfcal data - In this case for a 248-rimr~flkctor composed of the SczO~/MgF2 quarttr-wave ley?r
combination - are presented in figure 5. According to our definitions, the damage threshold is
1,7 J/cmz and the upper limit fs 2,6 J/cmz. Thfs type of threshold d{str{butlon provides @v@n more
information than the thresholds themselvct. The result that 2 of 10 sites sur!ived at 2,6 J/cm2 Is a
measure of the uniformity of the coatfng’t damage resistance and tht pot~ntial p~rformance of this
design, The slope of the fitt~d line fn figure 5 then indicates the d~gree to which this reflector
{s approhchlng fts potentfal,

Thero was a wide vcrfatfon in th? slopes observed durfng thtsa t@sts. FI ure 6 Is -n example of
?two 248-rimreflcctor5 of AlzO~/NtF layers produced in the saintcoating deposit on. Of th~ tih reflec-

tors produced in this series, Run 1, No, 1 (solid llne) has the high~st threshold It also had the
ltcepest tlope. Our overall observ~tlon hts been that of every set of comparable reflectors, the
highest damege threshold belonged to the reflector with the ttecpe!t ~lop~.

Another type of nonuniformity, of macroscopic dlmenslons, wtt obterv~d in one cast Figure 7
pre~ents thr deta obtained for a single 248.nm reflector of ThF4/NaJAIFs d?slgn, The performance
wis quite good as indicated by the dotted line (a companion reflector ha$ a stwper slop? and a
damage thr~shold of 3,0 J/cmz), but one portfon of th!s reflector, comprising #bout one-thfrd of the



total surface area, exhibited weaker behavior. The cause is unknown and no other samples exhibited
similar properties. However, this example demonstrates the importance of sampling sites over the
entire surface.

The results of all tests in this series are compiled in table 4.

Table 4. Results

243 nm Reflectors

Materials

PuF2/Na,AlF6
HfOz/Si02
Hf02/SiOz

A1203/NaF
Alz03/NaF
A120,/NaF
Alz03/NaF
Alz03/NaF
Alz03/NaF
Alz03/NaF
Alz03/NaF
Sc203/MgF2
Sc20JMgF2(450)
Sc20~/MgF2(450)
ThF41Na3AlF6
ThF4/Na3/AlF6

ThF4/Na3AlF6
Hf02/SiOz
HfOz/SiOz
Hf02/Si02

Design

S(lH)’O
S(HL)aH
S(HL)BH,FlgF2
Overcoat

S(HL)20H
S(HL)20H
S(HL)20H
S(HL)20H
S(HL)20H
S(HL)2°H
S(lH)~s
S(LH)13
S(1H)13
S(HL)17H
S(HL)17H

S(HL)18H
S(HL)hH
S(HL)SH
S(HL)aHLz

R

0.740
0.978
0.98(

0.452
0.105
0.959
0.961
0.972
0.966
0.966
C.919
0,976
0.966
0,836
0.961
J.949

0,833
0976
0.976
0.961

Threshold Upper Limit
JJ/cm2)10/10 (J/cm2)l/10

0.03
o.a 1.0
1.0 1.4

0.3
0.4
1,0
1.1
1.2
i13
1.3

u

:::
2.8
3.0

Z.i

::!
2,4

:::
2.5
1.3
3.9
3.4

3013nm Reflectors

< 0,4 .
2.4

::: 3.6
2.0 2.8

Comment5

fogged

peak-shifted, fogged, sub. unk,
badly fogged, sub. unk.
r[,n], Si substrate
run 1, Si substrate
run 2
run 2
run 1
run 1, slightly fogged

tested at 45°
tested at 0°
run 1
run 2, different dep. cond.

pe~k;shifted, delayed damage

r,ln2, different dep. cond,

4. Cliscuss;onof results

Salient points about the reflectrr designs are:

1,

2.

3.

4,

5,

PbFz/Na3AlF6 Very waak, probably no contender,

Hf02/SiOz Relatively weak, but posses$ed high reflectance. Provided the only direct
comparison of wavelength scaling in these tests in that fluence threshold
was a A’, as previously obselverlby riawnamand Gill [1].

A1203/NaF D@sfgn motivated by the high threshold measurad by N@wnam and Gill in 197.9
[1] with ._’’-nspulses at ?66 nm, Ignoring the fogged specimens of unknown
Jcslgn, the rast aro in the 1.0-1.7 J/cm2 range (comparable to the previous

26E-nm valu~s when scaled p~r t+ end A4). Twu coatings d~posited on ver!’
smcoth (3-4 A rms) Si $ubstrates appeared slightly weaker, possibly due to
coating strass~s irm’uccdby hinher thermal QxpanGfon of S1 as compared to
Sioz.

SCtOJ/MgF2 !:ih L!’resholds.
i

Resistance of 45° reflector tested at 0° was lower by
ha f indic:l{r,gth~ ?ffact of large deviations from correct coating thick-
nesses,

lnF4/NaoAIF@ Hiqhett tkr~sholds, ●ven for the ws?akarea of one reflector discussed above.
Hygrotcoplc nature could limit Its dpplict~ion unltss WQ1l prut~cted

Sfnc@ the thresholds for this ?ast rtflector d?sign wert vtry high a~ 248 nm, wc must address
th~ poor performance of this same de~{gn at 308 nm, Th@ comments in table 4 provide a clue, The
r~flcctanc~ peak of this refl~ctor WC} shifted so that R at 308 nm was only E3% and T nearly 10S,
This was caused by a slight error in coat!ng thlckncs~os during the @vRporaf ion procodure, The
result is that a tlgriificantly Iarfiar amount of laser ●nergy at 308 nm pcnutrat~d into th~ inner
lay@rs then would hav~ occurred for a properly tuned reflector design, This alSO would ernplalnth~
observation illuctrctad in flfiure8 of dela ad damag~ aftkr the start of Irrtd{atlon,

?
At n~arly any

flucncc 10VQ1 dtmage did occur, but only a.t~r a ctrtain numb-r of shots, Th~ on~tt of damage was
haraldcd by a color chtngc, the rtclllt o\ interf~renc~ causad by the pl’obablcocparation of the



coating layers. Continued irradiation led to catastrophic flaking of the coating. It has been
reported by several researchers [2,3,4] that a considerable amount of water exists between laye}s and
at the film - substrate interface of the ThF4 films, This fact and our observations lead us to

speculate that laser heating of this interlayer water caused enough stress to rupture the coatings,
In the 246-rimreflectors of these materials the coating thicknesses were correctly tuned as quarter
waves resulting in high reflectance. In this case, laser energy density diminishes rapidly with
depth into the coating stack, and the water in the outer layer simply outgasses without problematic
stress,

5. Pre-irradiation conditioning

One final topic was addressed briefly in these studies: the effect of preconditioning on the
damage threshold of a particular test site. By irradiating a site with 1000 shots at threshold
before actually ascertaining the damage level, an improvement was observed in most of the refl~ctor
designs tested. The results shown in figure 9 for the best A120a/NaF reflector were typical in that
a 20-25% threshold increase was obtained and the slope remained the same. One example of each
coating material combination was preconditioned, and the results for these are listed in table 5.
All materials except Thf4/Na3AlF6 exhibited improved thresholds. rlowever, tl,e 248-rim HfOz/SiOz
reflector showed no effect wtrilethe greatest improvement was observed in a 308-nm reflector of the
same design.

Table 5. Effect of preconditioning.

248 nm reflectors Material Effect

Al,Ot/NaF threshold increased 24%.–-

Sc20~/MgF2

(1,7 J/cn12

threshold
(1.8 J/cm2

HfOz15i02,MgFz threshold
(1,0 J/cmz

to 2.1 J/cmz)

ncreased 22%
to 2.2 J/cmz,

ncreased 20%
to 1.2 J/cmz

HfOZ/Si02 no effect

ThF4/Na3AlF6 no effect

308 nm reflectors

HfO,/SiO. threshold increased 27%.-
(2.2J/cm2 to 2,8 J/cmz)

ThF4/Na3AlF,. no @ffect

We speculate that the precond,tionlng causes evolution of adsorbed contaminants from the
reflector surface the:-ebyreducing the absorption cf laser energy, However, we have not y~t deter-
mined if the r~sultant fmprovemert In the damage resistance is permanent or tempordry, More investi-
gatlonof ttrfseffect is clearly motivated.

6, Conclusions

In our ttsts of 248-rimand 30E1-nmdielectric refl~ctors we have observed damag~ thresnold$ of
1.0-3.0 J/cma. In addition, we havt observed wide variations {n site-to-sile damage thresholds,
supportive evidence for A4 scaling and the edverse effect of incorrect lay~r thicknesses, We have
shown that In some matorlals c subthrethold pre-lrr~dlation tr?atment results in a 20-25% Improvement
in damage resistance.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic of ultraviolet laser damage
experiment.

Figure 2. S~atial profile of focused 248-rim
laser beam (horizontal).

Figure 3. 5patia’ profi’
laser beam (verti:al).

Figure 4. Laser tempera
246 nm. rUHM ‘s 12 ns.

Figure 5. Damage versus

Figure 6. Damage versus

e of focused 248-rim

pulsewidth at

laser fluence at 248 nm.

laser fluence at 248 nm.

Figure 7. Damage versus laser fluence at 248 nm.

Figure 8. Number of laser shots to obtain damage versus fluence at 30B nm,

Figure 9. Influence of laser preconditioning at 246 nm on the damage threshold behavior.
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FICURE 4. OSCII.I.MRAM OF ITIE TEMPORAL DEPENDENCE OF THE LASER PtlLSE AT 268 nm
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